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Ark survival evolved water base



ARK: Survival Evolved &gt; General Discussions &gt; Topic Details Water Base: How do I deal with it? So i and my two tribal mates on Night Stalkers' unofficial PvEPvP server plan to extend our reach into the ocean, and we thought that a water base would be the best course of action for
our underwater creatures. The problem is that we literally have no idea how to do it. There is a lagoon down the hill from our base which is quite deep and can hold megalodons, but the problem still we are not knowing how to go about building the Danm structure. We would also like to know
the following:1. Recommended materials to build water base?2. How big must the door be, ive seen e-pictures with water bases havign these huge huge doors that open to leave creatures there, but true that is not a dinosaur gate, is it metal?3. How big is the Mosaurier, I ask, because I am
extremely curious after seeing the Ichy dossier.4. Megalodons, how the living hell am I going to do about taming the thing? We had a plan to use one of our turtles to lure one to the surface and felt it with Tranq arrows, wil this work? Thank you for trying to help me and my tribe on this issue,
and if you want to join us, come to Night Stalkers Server 1 (not exact name) on unofficial. Note: This is ONLY used to report spam, advertisements and problematic (harassment, combat or rude) posts. Note: This is ONLY used to report spam, advertisements and problematic (harassment,
combat or rude) posts. Ark: Survival Evolved v256 brings underwater bases into play, but the process of building one isnot really explained. In this guide, we'll cover the basics of getting started. If you have never built a base before, take a look at this beginner's guide. WHO NEEDS A
UNTERWASSERBASIS? Underwater Bases in Ark: Survival Evolved are built with Tek equipment, and these materials are usually reserved for top-level players. But even if you are a member of a strong alpha strain, aquatic bases can be too expensive at the moment. All Tek equipment
requires element to tinker, and this is usually obtained by killing high-ranking bosses. Bases also introduce a new fold called Tek Generator. If you don't want your base to be flooded, you'll still need to populate the generator with item. At maximum radius, 1 element receives only one hour of
active time. In other words, this stuff is stupidly expensive and is only really viable with scammers. Check out our updated list of admin commands for more details. THE SUPPLIES NEEDED BUILD A BASE underwater bases work similarly to normal ones. For this reason, there are only
three new structures to worry about. Like all other Tek equipment, it is manufactured in the Tek Replicator. Vacuum Compartment: These are essentially your foundation pieces. You need to build many of them.450 Metal Ingots170 Polymer225 Crystal3 Element40 Black Black Moonpool:
Allows you to inhale your base. It has the same requirements as a standard vacuum component. Tek Generator: Seals the vacuum components and drives everything in your base. After it is built, you need 1 element per hour at maximum radius. Large bases can require multiple generators.
30 Element2,400 Metal Ingot250 Crystal120 Black Pearl500 PolymerHOW TO BUILD AN UNDERWATER BASE IN 'ARK: SURVIVAL EVOLVED' Once you have the supplies, it's time to go underwater and look for a place. Ideally, if this is something you want to do, we would hope you
unlock the rest of the Tek suit or have diving equipment to search for an area. The base parts will not build on rocks, so look for a large plot of sandy soil. Next, create the framework for your base using subjects. Tek equipment is so strong that you don't really need a building strategy. Just
design a foundation that looks cool to you. The only things to keep in mind are your moon pool and doors. You can't place the door yet, but we would recommend building two floors with the door down and the pool directly above. This way you swim on and into your base. Ark: Survival
Evolved Underwater Base Building begins aligning multiple vacuum components to create a foundation. Once this skeleton is set, place the generator in the middle. For it to work, you must include an item in its inventory. After that, everything we are supplied with electricity is powered. In
most cases, you need to walk around manually and click Open the port hole on each vacuum you have placed. Otherwise, you will not be able to move. This tedious process determines how the walls of the base are designed. Open and close in the pattern you want. When freezing a bull's
eye, not only objects are hidden behind it, but also offer a finished look. This helps to better stylize your floors and roof. Opening and closing portholes is the way you set up paths and walls in an ark underwater base. The final piece of the puzzle is to align a dino gate with your planned
entrance hole. After that, you're ready to go. SOME ADDITIONAL BASE POINTERSYou can build a water cage when you open your portholes, let wildlife in and then close the bull's eye. It's a smart move to seal the vacuum with your moonpool to keep out intruders. If you want to re-enter,
you can open it manually. You can attach powered towers like a traditional one to an underwater base. However, you must be close to your Be. Missiles can't harm an underwater base, but they're still easily vulnerable to explosives like C4. From now on, the challenge of an underwater base
is to make it safe. The demolition is almost no threat. Ark: Survival Evolved is available for PC, Xbox One, PS4, OS X and Linux. Update v256 and underwater bases are currently exclusive to THE PC. What do you think about Ark: Survival Evolved Update v256? Are are Bases ingenious or
useless? Tell us in the comments section! I want to make a base on the water in a solo world. I think it would be cool to do, but I don't know how to do it, what should I do
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